
HURLEY 1st v Pinkneys Green 1st  Date: 7th September 
 
Played at Hurley 
 
Innings of Hurley 
 
P. Hunjan  b. Curlewis 63 

D. Simoes  b. Dhillon 10 

N. Akhtar c. Stemp b. Dhillon 8 

V. Sharma c. Curlewis b. B. Purchese 26 

Steve Taylor  b. Peck 46 

G. Box c. Dhillon b. Curlewis 0 

P. Ridgeway (C) Not out  16 

A. Choudhary  b. Peck 0 

J. Langlands c. B. Purchese b. Peck 0 

V. Bhagwani c. Dhillon b. B. Snapes 18 

D. Day (W) Not out  0 

  Extras 35 

  Total 222 

  For 9 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

M. Peck 10 0 41 3 

J. Dhillon 15 6 62 2 

J. Curlewis 15 5 46 2 

B. Purchese 6 1 25 1 

B. Snapes 6 1 28 1 

     

     

     

     



Innings of Pinkneys Green 
 
C. Heyes c. Box b. Akhtar 1 

J. Stemp (W) c. Steve Taylor b. Langlands 1 

T. Snapes c. Simoes b. Langlands 4 

S. Curlewis c. Hunjan b. Langlands 6 

J. Dhillon c. Day b. Akhtar 22 

M. Perriera c. Day b. Langlands 2 

B. Purchese  b. Langlands 0 

B. Snapes  b. Bhagwani 21 

A. Wilcox  b. Bhagwani 1 

M. Peck (C) Not out b. Ridgeway 1 

A. Purchese c. & b. Box 1 

  Extras 19 

  Total 79 

  For 10 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

N. Akhtar 9 3 22 2 

J. Langlands 11 4 19 5 

V. Bhagwani 3 0 20 2 

G. Box 0.3 0 1 1 

     

     

     

     

     

 

Result:  Hurley won by 143 runs 
 
Hurley 1st XI ran out comfortable winners against local rivals Pinkneys Green at 
Shepherds Lane in the last league match of their 2013 season.  Parvinder Hunjan 
batted for forty-three overs, and Jonathan Langlands took the first wicket and routed 
the Pinkneys middle-order, but it was not until the free-scoring Jags Dhillon was 
dismissed that the last possibility of a Pinkneys win was extinguished.  Going into this 
game, the visitors had just upset second-place Denham in a home fixture thanks to a 
fine all-round performance by Dhillon, while the hosts had defeated the Division 2 
champions Winchmore Hill in their own back yard and might have felt that ‘the sky 
was the limit’.  With little resting on this match, Phil Ridgeway showed some 
thoughtful captaincy, and dropped himself down the batting order and declined to 
try to overhaul Faisal Mahmood for the divisional bowling award. 
 
Hurley won the toss and chose to bat on a cool, end-of-Summer day.  The wicket was 
bone-dry after a mainly hot and dry week.  Mark Peck bowled at both ends, and at 
the start and end of the Hurley innings.  Dhillon bowled the second over from the 



Lane end.  The shaven-headed Steve Curlewis replaced Peck at the Farm end and 
bowled off-breaks.  Ben Snapes bowled slow left-arm from the Farm end.   The 
Hurley batting started methodically but David Simoes departed in the eighth over.  
Peck’s bowling tended to err short, and Hunjan scored boundaries on the off side.  
After Curlewis was introduced the Hurley innings became becalmed, and this 
pressure resulted in the dismissal of Naeem Akhtar with the score on forty-nine.  
Varun Sharma was able to mobilise the scoreboard once again, and Dhillon was 
replaced by Ben Purchese after having strayed repeatedly down the leg side.  Hunjan 
and Sharma added fifty-seven in fourteen overs for the third wicket until the latter 
was caught at slip.  Hunjan and Steve Taylor then added seventy-eight in thirteen 
overs for the fourth wicket until the right-handed opener was bowled with the score 
on 185.  Pinkneys were then rewarded for their toil, and took five Hurley wickets in 
three overs for the addition of only five runs.  However Ridgeway, batting at seven, 
and Vikram Bhagwani added twenty-nine in five overs in a late flourish to secure the 
fifth batting point, the latter having fallen to a fine catch at deep extra cover. 
 
After a fine tea Akhtar took the old ball from the Farm end.  Langlands took the new 
ball during the fourth over.  The two Pinkneys openers survived appeals for lbw, but 
these were only temporary reprieves as both had departed via catches by the 
seventh over with the score on six.  Dhillon came to the crease in the twelfth over 
with the score on twenty, and was sixth out in the seventeenth over with the score 
on fifty-one, Akhtar having found his edge, which was pouched by Denis Day.  Ben 
Snapes offered some resistance in the late-order until bowled by Bhagwani from the 
Farm end.  Graham Box was introduced, and only required three deliveries to take 
the final wicket via a caught-and-bowled chance.  The highest stand of the Pinkneys 
innings was seventeen for the fourth wicket.  Langlands took his first five-wicket haul 
for Hurley, and Hunjan scored the eleventh fifty of his career. 
Morrant Man of the Match: Naeem Akhtar 
Sixes: Hunjan (1) and Bhagwani (1) 
Umpires: Jeff Shirley and Howard Mansell 

 


